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193. Unitary Representations o SL(n, C)

By Masao TSUCHIKAWA
Mie University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Oct. 12, 1968)

1. Let G be the group SL(n, C) and Z=(2,/, ;... n-1, /-n-1}
(2 and/ are complex numbers and 2-/ are integers) be a charac-
ter of the diagonal subgroup D Z()=(8,.,...)(*,*)(...)(",").
...(,-,,-1) (where z(,)=z5), and W be the Weyl group G whose

(1...n) of the permutation groupelements can be identified with s=
], ]

n generated by s=(i i/l). We divide the set of characters into
two classes: regular and singular. A regular character Z is such that
any one of pairs (,/) contained in Z’-Z for all s e W is not a pair
of integers of the same signature, and a singular character Z is other-
wise. Furthermore we call the singular character Z to be of type (D),
if some pair in Z is (--1, --1) and any other pair (2,/) in Z’--Z for
s, such that s leaves the totality of pairs (--1, --1) in Z stable, is not
a pair of integers of the same signature.

In this paper we shall discuss the unitarity of the elementary repre-
sentation R(Z)= {T, } of G for a regular character Z and a singular
character 2: of type (D). We shall remark that the unitary represen-
tation of the degenerate supplementary series recently described by
E. M. Stein [1] is one of the representations R(Z) of the latter case.

2. Generalizing the method in [2] and [3], we consider the in-
variant bilinear form between two representations R(Z) and R(Z’). In
this point of view the integral kernel of the invariant bilinear form is
analytically .continued rather than the representation itself.
Let ((?, =B(,-) for and e _q), where B(., .) is an invariant

bilinear form on _q)z , and then (., } is an Hermitian form on .
If (., .} exists and is positive definite, the representation R(Z) is
unitary with respect to this scalar product. In order that the invari-

ant Hermitian form on _q)z exists, it is necessary and sufficient that

Z satisfied the condition that Z=1 for some s e W.
3. Let Z be a regular character satisfying Z=I for some

s e W, then we have a non-degenerate Hermitian form on z. Now if

we set Z’= Z, then the representations R(Z) and R(Z’) are equivalent
by means of the intertwinning operator A"

AD(z) ’(, iJj+l"’-’"-D(z+ z)dz+ .
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And Z’ satisfies the condition )C’’;- 1. Namely if s and s’ are con-
jugate elements of W, and if Z satisfies Z=1, then we have Z’ satis-
fying )C’’’--I such that R(X’) is equivalent to R()C). Moreover if
(., .) on _q) is positive definite, i.e., if R(Z) is unitary, then R(Z’) is
also unitary and unitarily equivalent to R()C) with respect to the cor-
responding scalar products. This shows that it is enough to consider

2: satisfying the condition ZZ- 1 for the representative elements s of
the conjugate classes of W for enumerating unitary r,epresentations
R(Z) of regular characters. But there exists Z satisfyi]ag -1 only
for s-e, s, ss, ..., and ss...s_ (l_<[n/2]).

( ) When z-l, that is,
/2, where n are integers and p are real, then the representation R(Z)
is unitary with respect to the scalar product

(p, @)-(z)(z)dz,
which is known as that of the non-degenerate principal series.

(ii) Let Z’"-l= 1, that is, ._--/_=a_, -- --a._/2
+(n.+ --1 p)/2, l-- --a._/2+(--n.+ --1 p)/2 (i
=(n+ --1 p)/2, Z=(--n+p)/2 (21<i<n). Tt]en the repre-
sentation R(z) is unitary for 1( a._( 1, a._ =/= 0 with respect to the
scalar product

)-.I z I-"- z -’-" z_ -"--p(z’z)-(-dz’dz,(e,
where z’ z’ ._zz , which is known as that of the non-degenerate
supplementary series.

4. In this section we give a remark about the degenerate rep-
resentation contained in the representation R(z) with a singular
character Z of type (D).

We can canonically express Z of type (D) in the following form
up to the equivalency"

p-I p2-1

Z--{ 1,--1;...;--1,--1;,l;--1,--1;.’.;/:,,f+;.."

ter] prtton of .
above partition of n. Every diagonal block of z is again a lower
triangular matrix and we call the matrix z whose blocks vanish except
for the diagonal ones the triangular diagonal matrix in the partition
of n.

In the representation R(Z.) we can obtain the degenerate represen-
tation as the factor representation by the subrepresentation {Tz, },
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whose space ffz is the linear space of all functions !P e-q)z such that

p(z’z)dz’-O, where the integration is taken over the set of all trian-

gular diagonal matrices in the above partition. This factor represen-

tation is realized by .I!p(z’z)dz’.[T(z’z)dz’ for i e _q) and we simply

call it the factor representation R(Z).
o To avoid the complexity, we divide the parameters of sin-

gular character Z of type (D) in 4 into the following types, each of
which we denote again by Z.

:p-1

(a) Z--{--1, --1 2,/p 2n_,
p-I q-I

(b) Z={--1, --1; 2p,/p; --1, --1 ...}

(c)

(p>q, p+q=m),
p-1 p-1

Z--{--I, --I 2p,/p; --I, --I 2p, up
p-I p -I

2<_1>, [a->,,; --1, --1 ...’} (lp--m).

Thus we reduce to the representation R(Z) of SL(m, C) (n>_m) or the
characters Z of the above three cases.

(a) In order that Z-I is satisfied or Z of (a), s should be of

the orm ts’ where t= (1 2 ""P) and s’ is an element expressed by
pp-1 1

a product o s (i>p). For the analogous reason as in 3, it is enough
to consider Z satisfying ZZ-I only or s=$, ts+, s+sv+,..., and

tsv+. s+_ (p + 2k m).
(i) When Zt-1, that is, 2=(p-1)/2+(nv+-lp)/2,

=(p-1)/2+(-nv+ --- p)/2 and (n+-I p)/2, l (-n+
---’--f p)/2 (p<i), then the factor representation R(Z) is unitary with
respect to the scalar product

<tP, 4/} ;!p(z’z)(z)dz’dz,
where the integration by z’ is taken over the set of all triangular di-
agonal matrices in the partition m=p+ 1 +... + 1.

(ii) Let ZZt+-"./-=l, that is., 2=(p--1)/2+(n+--i p)/2,
/ (p 1) / 2 + (--n + --1 .p) / 2 and 2+_=/+_- a+._,
2,+=-a,,+_/2+(n+ + 11 p,/) / 2, [,,+u=- 6,,+_/ 2 + (-- n,+
+--1 p+)/2 (i<_k) and 2/-(n/+--i p+)/2,
+ 2--1 p+)/2 (p+2k<i<m). Then the factor representation R(Z)is
unitary for 1<a/_< 1, a+_:/:0 with respect to the scalar product

4x>-- [[ z/,: ,,+ -,,+-2 z,+2’ ,,+,.-1 -+’.-l-(z’z)vx(z)dz"dz,
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where the integration by z’ is taken over the set of all product of the
triangular diagonal matrices in the partition o (i)and the matrices
of the form z+ +z+ +. .z+ +_.

(b) In this case, there exist Z satisfying ZZ=I only for

s=(l""P)(p+I"’" m ). And then =(m--2)/2+(n+-lp)/2,
p 1 m p+l

l=(m--2)/2+(--n+--I p)/2 and the factor representation R(Z)
is unitary with respect to the scalar product

(, }-q(z’z)4x(zjdz’dz,
where the integration by z’ is taken over the set of all triangular di-
agonal matrices in the partition re=p+ q.

(c) In order that Z2--1 is satisfied or Z of (c), s should be o
the form ts’ where t is the product of all t-((i-X)p + 1... ip

ip (i- 1)p + 1
(1_<i_</) and s’ is an element expressed by a product of u

((i-1)p+l... ip ip+l (i+ 1)p and analogously as in
ip + 1 (i + 1)p (i-- 1)p + 1 ip /’

3 it is enough to consider Z satisfying Z2-I only for s-t,
tu, tuu, ..., and tu.., u._ (k<_ [//2]).

(i) When Zt=l, that is, 2=(p-1)+(n+lp)/2,
=(p--1)+(--n+--lp)/2 (i</), then the factor representation

R(Z) is unitary with respect to the scalar product

<q, )--p(z’z)4x(z)’dz’dz,
where the integration by z’ is taken over the set of all triangular di-
agonal matrices in the partition re=p+ p+... + p.

(ii) Let ,tuu"’u-=I, that is,
and 2.=(p-1)--a(u_)/2+(n.+ --1 p.)/2, /-(p--1)-a(:_)/2
+(--n.+1 p)/2 (i<_k) and 2,-(p-1)+(n+ -1 p)/2,
--(p-1)+(-n+-I p)/2 (2ki/). Then the actor representa-
tion R(Z) is unitary or --1a(_)1, 6(_)0 with respect to the
scalar product

+}- det(z;) -- det(zi _) --(-)q(z’z)+(zdz’dz,
where the integration by z’ is taken over the set o all matrices whose
blocks in the partition re=p+ p+... + p vanish except or the trian-
gular diagonal part and the blocks z,’ and z ._.

The unitary representations R(Z) o (a i), (b), and (c i) are known
as those o the degenerate principal series. The unitary representa-
tions R(Z) of (a ii) and (c ii) are known as those of the degenerate
supplementary series. The case 1-2 in (c ii) was described in [1].

6. The following theorem holds"
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Theorem. For a regular character Z, the representation R(Z) is
unitary under the condition of (i) in 3 (the non-degenerate principal
series) and under the condition of (ii) in 3 (the non-degenerate sup-
plementary series).

For a singular character Z of type (D), the factor representation
R(Z) is unitary under the mixed conditions of (a i), (b), and (c i) in 5
(the degenerate principal series) and under the mixed conditions of
(a ii), (b), and (c ii) in 5 (the degenerate supplementary series).

It is not known whether, for a general singular character Z, irre-
ducible unitary representations (the aboves are all irreducible) are con-
rained as subrepresentations or factor representations in R(Z). But
these representations seem to us to be unitarily equivalent to those of
the above types. In order to verify this conjecture, we need more
detailed discussion about subrepresentations and actor representa-
tions of the non-unitary representation R(Z).
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